A space like no other

Book a private event at the Edward M. Kennedy Institute for the United States Senate

The Edward M. Kennedy Institute offers dynamic spaces for meetings and events. The Institute can host your
meeting in a spectacular, full-scale replica of the United States Senate Chamber. Studio spaces are available
for breakout sessions, small group meetings, and lectures. The reception area features modern spaces
for customized events. Each space is refined and distinct, presenting opportunities to host original, and
unforgettable events. The Institute’s talented teams work with you to create these incredible experiences.

Meetings and presentations
Host a meeting or a presentation in the inspiring Senate
Chamber replica, recreated in stunning detail, from the
ornate decor to the rich oak desks. Digital screens and
state-of-the-art technology add contemporary capacities
to this historic setting. The Chamber’s floor seats up to
100, and the upstairs gallery seats 386.
The Institute’s fully AV equipped studios offer flexible
spaces to host small gatherings, workshops, breakout
sessions, and more. The Institute can arrange the three
studios in formations that include conference-style
seating for up to 20, classroom-style for up to 50, or
auditorium-style for up to 98. Each studio can also be
divided in half to accommodate smaller meetings.

Unique spaces to meet all of your meeting and event needs for 20 to 800 guests

Functions and receptions
The modern reception space presents a
beautiful backdrop for gatherings that can
accommodate 20-75 for intimate functions,
up to 300 people for a seated occasion, and
as many as 800 for a cocktail reception.
This dynamic space comes equipped with
large format, high-resolution digital screens
that can seamlessly incorporate customized
videos, photos, and logos from your
organization into the event experience.

Edward M. Kennedy Institute
for the United States Senate
oﬀers a variety of rental
options for small and
large functions, including:
Full-day buyouts
Breakfast meetings and events
Evening meetings and events
Studio rentals
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